
EXHIBIT 3

ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
AND LETTER AGREEMENT

Pursuant to the attached asset purchase agreement, HSE Media LLC

("HSE"), has entered into an agreement to acquire WAVB-TV, San Juan, WVOZ-TV,

Ponce, and WVEO(TV), Aguadilla, Puerto Rico (the "Stations") from Pedro Roman

Collazo, the sole stockholder of the licensees of the Stations.

Pursuant to a separate letter agreement (also attached), control of HSE is

being transferred to Reyner Family Partners, LP from USA Networks, Inc.   As part of

this transfer, the name of HSE will be changed to Esperanza Television, LLC ("ETV").

Exhibits to the agreements have been redacted.
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USA NETWORKS, INC.
152 West 57th Street, 42nd Floor

New York, New York 10019

May 7, 2001

Reyner Family Partners, LP
1031 East Mountain Drive
Santa Barbara, California 93108
Attn: William S. Reyner, Jr.

Dear Bill:

Reference is made to the Term Sheet attached hereto which sets forth our
understanding and agreement with respect to the acquisition, ownership and operation of
certain television stations located in Puerto Rico, all as more fully described in the attached
Term Sheet.

The Term Sheet contemplates that the agreements contained therein will be
superseded by definitive agreements and instruments which will contain provisions
incorporating and expanding upon the agreements set forth therein, together with other
provisions customary in the case of transactions of this type, and such other provisions as
are reasonable and appropriate in the context of the transactions contemplated hereby.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties acknowledge and agree that the attached Term
Sheet and this letter agreement will constitute a binding agreement between them until
such definitive agreements are executed and delivered.  If such definitive agreements are
not executed and delivered within ninety (90) days after the date hereof, then the Term
Sheet and this letter agreement shall, as of such date, constitute such definitive
agreements.

This letter agreement may be signed in any number of counterparts with the
same force and effect as if all signatures appeared on one and the same instrument.
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TERM SHEET
FOR

ACQUISITION, OWNERSHIP AND OPERATION OF PUERTO RICO STATIONS

Formation and Purpose: Esperanza Television Holdings, Inc. (“Holdco”) will be
incorporated as a Delaware corporation for the purpose of
holding interests in HSE Media LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company and currently a wholly-owned
subsidiary of USAi (“Newco”).

Capital Contributions and
Ownership:

Reyner Family Partners, LP, a limited partnership to be
formed and controlled by William S. Reyner, Jr.
(“Controlling Party”) will contribute $750,000 in exchange
for seventy-five percent (75%) of the common stock of
Holdco.  USAi will contribute $250,000 and one hundred
percent (100%) of its membership interest in Newco in
exchange for twenty-five percent (25%) of the common
stock of Holdco (the “Minority Interest”).  Holdco will own
one hundred percent (100%) of the membership interests
of Newco.  If necessary for regulatory purposes or
otherwise, Holdco will convert Newco into a Delaware
corporation.  At closing, the name of Newco shall be
changed to “Esperanza Television LLC”

Voting Rights: Controlling Party’s common stock in Holdco shall be
voting, and USAi’s common stock in Holdco shall be non-
voting but shall be convertible into voting stock of Holdco
at USAi’s election.

Acquisition of Puerto Rico Stations: Newco will consummate the acquisition of the full power
television stations located in the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico listed on Exhibit A (the “Puerto Rico
Stations”) for $18 million.  All of the assets of the Puerto
Rico Stations, including the FCC licenses, shall be held by
Newco.

Affiliation Agreement: At closing, Newco and Home Shopping Network En
Español LLC (“HSE”) will enter into an affiliation
agreement with respect to the Puerto Rico Stations.  The
initial term of the agreement will be ten (10) years,
renewable at HSE’s option for six (6) additional five (5)
year terms.  At the closing, HSE shall make an initial
affiliation payment to Newco in an amount necessary to
fund Newco’s working capital, organizational and closing
costs.  In addition, HSE shall make ongoing affiliation
payments to Newco or Controlling Party, as applicable, in
amounts necessary to reimburse Newco and Controlling
Party for (a) all operating expenses, and (b) management
fees.  Newco shall permit HSE to make or cause to be
made at HSE’s expense inspections and audits of Newco’s
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books and records with respect to any reimbursement
payments requested by Newco and Controlling Party
hereunder, all on reasonable notice and at reasonable
times.  In consideration for the affiliation payments made
to Newco or Controlling Party, HSE shall be entitled to
use the entire digital spectrum allocated to the Puerto
Rico Stations, subject to the terms of the affiliation
agreement.

Affiliation Bonus Payment: At the end of the initial ten (10) year term of the
affiliation agreement, HSE will make a payment to
Newco equal to $17 million (the “Affiliation Bonus
Payment”), plus interest accrued thereon as specified
below, and less the sum of all Noncompliance Reductions
(as defined below) assessed against Newco during such
term; provided, however, that if the affiliation agreement
is renewed or extended for an additional term or terms,
then such payment shall become due and payable at the
expiration of such term or terms.

A reduction shall be assessed against Newco for each
month during the term of the affiliation agreement (as
may have been renewed or extended from time to time)
during which Newco fails to substantially comply with the
terms of the affiliation agreement (each a “Noncompliance
Reduction”).  Each Noncompliance Reduction shall be an
amount equal to the quotient derived by dividing
$17,000,000 by the total number of months elapsed
during the term of the affiliation agreement (as such term
may have been renewed or extended from time to time).
The amount of the Noncompliance Reductions shall be
determined at the end of the term of the affiliation
agreement (as may have been renewed or extended from
time to time).  By way of example only, if the term of the
affiliation agreement shall be 180 months and Newco
shall fail to substantially comply with the terms of the
affiliation agreement during 5 of the 180 months, then
the aggregate amount of the Noncompliance Reductions
would be $472,222.  The Noncompliance Reductions shall
not be the exclusive remedy of HSE for breach of the
affiliation agreement but will be cumulative along with
all other rights and remedies, whether at law or in equity.

Interest on the Affiliation Bonus Payment shall accrue at
a rate of five percent (5%) per annum compounded
annually; provided that if any Noncompliance Reductions
are assessed against Newco, such interest shall not
accrue on the amount of any such Noncompliance
Reduction with respect to the period from and after the
date of the occurrence of the event of substantial
noncompliance to which such Noncompliance Reduction
relates.
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In determining whether Newco has substantially
complied with the affiliation agreement, nothing shall be
construed to prevent or hinder Newco from rejecting or
refusing such portions of the HSE program service which
Newco reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory,
unsuitable or contrary to the public interest, or from
substituting a program which, in Newco’s good faith
opinion, is of greater local or national importance.  Newco
shall provide HSE with written notice of each such
preemption, and the justification therefore, at least
seventy-two (72) hours in advance of the scheduled
telecast, or as soon thereafter as possible.  Portions of the
HSE program service may be considered unsatisfactory,
unsuitable or contrary to the public interest if:  (a) Newco
reasonably believes that the telecast of the HSE program
service would violate any applicable laws, rules,
regulations or related published policies; (b) the HSE
program service does not meet customary engineering
standards; or (c) Newco reasonably believes that the HSE
program service would not meet prevailing contemporary
standards of good taste in its community of license.  No
portion of the HSE program service may be considered
unsatisfactory, unsuitable or contrary to the public
interest, or of lesser local or national importance, based
on program performance or ratings or the availability of
alternative programming which Newco believes to be
more profitable or attractive than the scheduled HSE
program service including, but not limited to,
infomercials, paid religious programs or children’s
programs.  If Newco fails to carry the HSE program
service as provided for in the affiliation agreement as a
result of breach of this section, Newco shall fully disclose
in writing and pay to HSE any and all consideration
received by Newco relating to Newco’s carriage of the
substituted programming in place of portions of the HSE
program service.

DTV Capital Improvements: Prior to closing, Controlling Party and HSE shall agree
upon a budget for capital expenditures necessary for the
conversion of the Puerto Rico Stations to digital television
(“DTV Budget”).

Other Capital Improvements: Subject to USAi’s prior written consent to “Material
Transactions” described below, Controlling Party shall
determine the necessary capital improvements to be
made at the Puerto Rico Stations (other than capital
improvements for digital television which shall be covered
by the DTV Budget).  The HSE affiliation agreement will
provide that the costs of such capital improvements,
together with all costs and expenses approved in the DTV
Budget, shall be the responsibility of HSE, and HSE may
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satisfy such responsibility by either financing Newco’s
acquisition of the applicable equipment and facilities, or
by directly acquiring such equipment and facilities itself
and making them available for use by Newco for a
nominal charge.  If any Puerto Rico Station is
subsequently sold, any such equipment or facilities
purchased by HSE shall be included in such sale and HSE
shall receive from the net sale proceeds received by
Newco an amount equal to HSE’s original cost for such
equipment and facilities, less depreciation.

Management Fees: For the first five (5) years after closing, Controlling Party
or Controlling Party’s designee (to be determined by
Controlling Party prior to closing) shall be paid an annual
management fee of $36,000 to manage the Puerto Rico
Stations.  The annual management fees payable to
Controlling Party thereafter are set forth on Exhibit B.
All such management fees shall be payable monthly in
arrears.

Management Responsibilities: In exchange for the management fees set forth above,
Controlling Party (or Controlling Party’s designee) agrees
to perform the following services for Newco:

(a) operate the Puerto Rico Stations in the ordinary
course of business consistent with past practice; and

(b) maintain the validity of the FCC licenses and the
“must carry” elections related to the Puerto Rico
Stations, and comply in all material respects with
the requirements of such FCC licenses and the
rules, policies and regulations of the FCC and all
other applicable laws.

Debt Financing: USAi or an affiliate shall loan an aggregate amount of
$17 million (including the $1.8 million Newco has
deposited into escrow in connection with the acquisition of
the Puerto Rico Stations) to Newco for purposes of
acquiring the Puerto Rico Stations.  The loan shall be
evidenced by a note bearing interest at a rate equal to five
percent (5%) per annum compounded annually.  The
outstanding principal amount of the loan and all accrued
interest thereon shall be due and payable on the maturity
date of the loan.  The maturity date of the loan shall be
ten (10) years after closing; provided that the maturity
date shall automatically be extended to the end of the
applicable renewal term of the HSE affiliation agreement
each time that the term of the HSE affiliation agreement
is renewed.

Material Transactions: Holdco shall not, and shall not permit Newco or any other
subsidiaries to, enter into any of the following
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transactions without the written consent of USAi:

(i) any issuance of equity securities;

(ii) incurrence of any debt other than in the ordinary 
course of business in an amount not to exceed 
$1,500,000 in the aggregate;

(iii) payment of any dividends or other distributions;

(iv) sale, transfer or other disposition of any stock,
assets, other than (A) sales, transfers and
dispositions of assets in the ordinary course of
business having a value of less than $360,000 in the
aggregate, or (B) assets retired and replaced with
new assets;

(v) any mergers or consolidations;

(vi) any acquisitions of assets, or any investments over 
$1,000,000 in the aggregate;

(vii) any joint venture arrangements; and

(viii) any amendment to the certificate of incorporation.

Transfer Restrictions: Controlling Party shall not sell, transfer or otherwise
dispose of any common stock of Holdco without the prior
written consent of USAi.

Change of Control: A “Change of Control” shall be deemed to have occurred at
that point in time immediately prior to the actual
occurrence of any of the following:

(a) There is a change in control, directly or indirectly,
(i) of at least fifty-one percent (51%) of the aggregate
voting power over USAi (or any direct or indirect
subsidiary of USAi that holds directly or indirectly
the Minority Interest) or (ii) of the ability to elect a
majority of the seats of the board of directors of
USAi (or any direct or indirect subsidiary of USAi
that holds directly or indirectly the Minority
Interest).  A percentage of the “voting power” of any
person shall mean the voting power (through
ownership of shares, beneficially or of record, by
contract, proxy or otherwise) representing at least
such percentage of the aggregate ordinary voting
power represented by the issued and outstanding
capital stock of such person;

(b) USAi shall sell, transfer or otherwise dispose of any
common stock of Holdco to a party other than a
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direct or indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of USAi.
A sale, transfer or other disposition by USAi of any
common stock of Holdco to any direct or indirect
wholly-owned subsidiary or subsidiaries of USAi
shall not be deemed a Change of Control;

(c) Individuals who, as of May 7, 2001, constitute the
board of directors of USAi (the "Incumbent Board")
cease for any reason to constitute at least a majority
of the board of directors of USAi; provided, however,
that any individual becoming a director subsequent
to May 7, 2001, whose election, or nomination for
election by USAi's shareholders, was approved by a
vote of at least a majority of the directors then
comprising the Incumbent Board shall be
considered as though such individual were a
member of the Incumbent Board, but excluding, for
this purpose, any such individual whose initial
assumption of office occurs as a result of an actual
or threatened election contest with respect to the
election or removal of directors or other actual or
threatened solicitation of proxies or consents by or
on behalf of a person other than the board of
directors of USAi; or

(d) Approval by the stockholders of USAi of a complete
liquidation or dissolution of USAi.

Put Right: During the period commencing on the fifth (5th)
anniversary of the closing date and ending one (1) year
thereafter (the “Put Period”) or immediately prior to a
Change of Control and continuing for six (6) months
thereafter, Controlling Party shall have the right to elect
to put Controlling Party’s common stock to USAi for an
amount equal to the Put/Call Amount (as defined below).
Closing of the put shall occur promptly after receipt of
FCC approval, which shall be requested within thirty (30)
days after receipt of the put election notice; provided,
however in the event of a Change of Control, USAi shall
have the right to delay any necessary filing with the FCC
for up to six (6) months after receipt of the put election
notice.

Call Right: During the period commencing six (6) months after the
expiration of the Put Period and ending five (5) years
thereafter or in the event of the death or disability of
William S. Reyner, Jr., USAi shall have the right to elect
to call Controlling Party’s common stock for the Put/Call
Amount.  Closing of the call shall occur promptly after
receipt of FCC approval.
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Put/Call Amount: Except in the event of a Change of Control, the “Put/Call
Amount” shall mean the fair market value of Controlling
Party’s common stock in Holdco at the time such amount
is being determined as mutually agreed upon by
Controlling Party and USAi.

If a Change of Control shall occur at any time after the
date hereof, the following procedures shall apply to
determine the Put/Call Amount:  If USAi (or any
successor thereof) and Controlling Party are not able to
agree on the Put/Call Amount within 30 days, each party
shall appoint an independent appraiser within 15 days
and each appraiser shall independently determine the
Put/Call Amount within 15 days of being appointed.  The
Put/Call Amount shall be the average of the two Put/Call
Amounts determined by each appraiser; provided, that if
there is more than a 10% difference between the
determinations of the two appraisers, then the two
appraisers shall appoint a third appraiser within 15 days
and such appraiser shall independently determine the
Put/Call Amount within 15 days of being appointed.  If
three appraisers shall be appointed and the
determination of one appraiser is disparate from the
middle determination by more than twice the amount by
which the other is disparate from the middle
determination, then the determination of such appraiser
shall be excluded and the Put/Call Amount shall be the
average of the Put/Call Amount determinations of the
remaining two appraisers; otherwise the Put/Call Amount
shall be the average of the Put/Call Amount
determinations of the three appraisers.  Each appraiser
shall determine the Put/Call Amount based solely upon
the present value of the aggregate future management
fees payable to Controlling Party described above,
calculated using a 7% discount rate.  Each party shall
bear the costs and expenses of the appraiser appointed by
such party, and the costs and expenses of a third
appraiser shall be split 50/50 between the parties.

Noncompetition: During the term of the affiliation agreement between
Newco and HSE, Controlling Party and Newco agree not
to compete with HSE with respect to the provision of
home shopping services in the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico.

Definitive Agreements: The parties intend that the agreements set forth in this
term sheet will be superseded by definitive agreements
and instruments which will contain provisions
incorporating and expanding upon the agreements set
forth herein, together with other provisions customary in
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the case of transactions of this type, and such other
provisions as are reasonable and appropriate in the
context of the transactions contemplated hereby.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties acknowledge
and agree that this term sheet will constitute a binding
agreement between them until such definitive
agreements are executed and delivered.  If such definitive
agreements are not executed and delivered within
ninety (90) days after the date hereof, then this term
sheet shall, as of such date, constitute such definitive
agreements.


